420 HI-SEC BARRIER COMES WITH
BEAM MINIMUM LENGTH 4m
MAXIMUM LENGTH 6m

SPECIFICATION:
01. CABINET FINISH - BS4800/04 E 53
02. 1 PHASE AND NEUTRAL SUPPLY AT CABINET
03. COLLAPSIBLE LATTICE
04. OPTIONAL BEAM WEIGHT COVER

NOTES:
01. BARRIER FIXINGS M16x175 HILTI TYPE HSA BOLTS.
02. END SUPPORT FIXINGS M10x120 HILTI TYPE HSA BOLTS.
03. ENSURE FOUNDATIONS ARE SUITABLE
    FOR SECURE FIXING OF THESE BOLTS.
04. BASES MUST BE FINISHED SMOOTH, FLAT
    AND PERFECTLY LEVEL WITH EACH OTHER.
05. END SUPPORT POST IS ADJUSTABLE.
06. WHEN ORDERING PLEASE SPECIFY HANDLING OF BARRIER.